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The arrival of the new premium marque 

Longreef in Australia is an interesting move 

given the high level of existing competition 

so how will its models stand up? Kevin 

Green jumped aboard the 60 SX to find out.

GLAMOUROUS
   D E B U T

Australian-owned Longreef Yachts may be a relative newcomer 
to the market, but the ideas and experience behind the brand 
are anything but. Founded in 2017 and developed under the 

management of experienced local boat operators Andy Young and Mark 
Johnston, the first models are now appearing on the water. Young is also 
CEO of Australia’s largest luxury boating syndication business, Boating 
Syndication Australia, while Johnston is Executive Chairman of Investment 
Trends, a global market research company. The Longreef brand has 
pedigree – and not only from the knowledge of Young and Johnston.P
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Top and opposite: The main deck’s inside/
outside connection thanks to folding doors is 
augmented by two separate saloon seating 
areas, making the 60 SX great for entertaining.

Above: Stairs lead to the lower cabins, which 
offer sleeping for up to eight guests.

18.29m
Overall length

4.80m
Beam

32.0t
Displacement – fully laden

21.6kn
Maximum speed

AT  A  G L A N C E

Built in China, the hull of the Longreef 60 
SX is based on an existing model built for the 
Chinese market, although the interior and 
the superstructure are to Longreef Yachts’ 
designs. “This is the yard’s first international 
project,” begins Young. “However, we use 
nearly all Australian products, Australian 
electrics, and an Australian shipwright to 
ensure completion to Aussie standards.” 

Young has worked with Australian luxury 
marques such as Riviera and Maritimo, so has 
put his knowledge of them and others into 
finding a niche for his own brand. He then 
mixed in a core ethos – to build according 
to owners’ demands. “We’re not a mass 
production builder,” he explains. “Instead 

The result is an electrical system that any 
electrician can repair. The main electrical 
panel is at the top of the stairway to the cabins, 
and there are separate breaker boards located 
in each part of the boat that allows areas to 
be isolated and problems identified. “We 
used Angus Hooper from Signature Marine 
in Sydney for most of our electrics to ensure 
it’s up to Australian standards,” Young adds. 

When you want to flip your own switches 
out, the Longreef offers plenty of options. 
A central stairway forward leads to the 
lower lounge. Cupboard space, as well as a 
television on the forward bulkhead, make this 
a nice additional area either for some guest 
separation, as a snug, or even as a spot for kids 
to lie in the convertible bed to watch movies.

Sleeping comes via three guest cabins, 
with the lower saloon’s convertible berth 
offering an additional two spots, and a 
crew cabin taking the total complement 

to a possible ten. The largest cabin – the 
master – lies amidships, spanning the full 
beam of the yacht. A lounge runs along the 
port side while to starboard there is a bench, 
vanity table and cupboard space, finished 
in gleaming walnut for that classic feel. A 
cedar-lined wardrobe adds to the storage, 
and a television on the forward bulkhead 
provides entertainment. Natural light comes 
in via a tall hull-light with opening port, and 
there is an ensuite to port, which includes 
a separate shower stall with a teak seat.

The guest cabins comprise a twin/double 
convertible, and a V-berth cabin in the bow 
that at first glance looks fairly standard until 
you notice the wealth of natural light thanks 
to several ports. The ensuite bathroom 
has dual access allowing it to be the day 
head. Australian wool in cream carpets 
caress you underfoot throughout these 
lower accommodation areas, and are nicely 
offset with the Analu fabric on bulkheads 
and hand-stitched leather and quality 
metal fittings on doors and cupboards.

 Up top, the spacious flybridge has a 
forward helm to port and a large lounge and 
dining table in the aft section. The table can be 
lowered either to form an occasional table, or 
to make up a double sun lounge, while next to 
the helm is yet more sunbathing space. Behind 
the upper helm is a barbecue unit comprising 

Raked lines, a low-profile 
flybridge, and curved 

saloon bulkheads create 
modern aesthetics.

we produce four or five boats annually that 
are custom built to owners’ requirements.”

The Longreef 60, which is available 
in a sport coupe SY version and the 
flybridge SX version, is the first of the 
range. It will be joined shortly by a 50 
and, for 2020, by two 90s, including one 
built to commercial survey standards. 

The result of this collaboration is 
impressive. Raked lines, a low-profile 
flybridge and curved saloon bulkheads 
create modern and strong aesthetics. “She 
was designed following a decade working 
with, and feedback from, around 400 boat 
owners,” Young says. Launched in July 
2018, our trial version was sold at that year’s 
Sydney International Boat Show. “These are 
built primarily as entertaining boats rather 
than high-speed vessels,” Young explains. 
“It’s all about comfortable boating.”

That comfort is evident from the moment 
you step on board. The aft cockpit blends 
seamlessly into the saloon thanks to 
retracting doors, and the aft galley is ideally 
placed for diners at the rectangular table 
in the teak-clad cockpit. A wet bar and 
barbecue bench in the cockpit, under the 
flybridge overhang, allows for more informal 
cooking. The galley itself is equipped with 
an electric hot plate, convection oven, 
and microwave, while the deep sink is 
complemented by a drawer dishwasher 
and twin-drawer fridges for perishables. 
Cupboard space is generous throughout. 

Opposite the galley to starboard is a 
dinette with U-shaped lounge and a fold-
out, hydraulic high/low table. Forward, a 
second lounge two steps up gives guests 
views through the tall side windows. There 
is an always-welcome cocktail cabinet to 
starboard and a wine chiller, plus a pop-
up television. Immaculately finished matt 
walnut with matching grain complements 
the oak flooring, and hand-stitched leather 
fixtures give a traditional ambience. 

The main helm console, offset to starboard, 
is simply laid out with hydraulic wheel and 
throttles, plus joysticks for the bow and stern 
thrusters. The boat can also be controlled 
via a wireless remote from anywhere on 
board, or even from the dock. Otherwise, 
everything looks straightforward, and there’s 
a reason for that. “Because it’s not a sports 
boat, there are no trim tabs, the tunnel design 
of the shafts is sufficient,” says Young.

Instrumentation includes two large screens, 
one of which can be used to bring up four-way 
split camera views for enhanced visibility or 
for checking the engine room. The gauges 
are nearly all analogue, and chunky buttons 
give simple control of all systems including 
a pair of emergency stops located behind 
a clear panel. “We’ve gone back to basics 
on these boats, so there’s nothing digital or 
electronic,” Young explains. “I’ve had lots of 
boats with Czone and similar digital systems, 
but found that the longevity of it is very short.” 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Top: The full-
beam master 
suite amidships 
is spacious and 
comfortable, with 
lounge to port for 
private relaxation.

Above: The forward 
VIP features a 
queen-size bed. A 
light colour palette 
adds brightness.

Right: Sharp lines define a modern look, and 
the 60 SX has been designed for cruising 
comfort rather than outright pace.

At full speed, the bow 
barely lifted, and a full-
lock turn brought only a 
small heel – predictable 

and steady handling.

O

an electric grill, sink, and an icemaker in a 
cabinet underneath. If getting baked under 
the Aussie sun (in the bronzing sense) is not 
your thing, a canvas bimini offers welcome 
shade. “We don’t offer a hardtop,” says Young, 
“because it adds weight and windage.”

Aft, the swimming platform can be 
hydraulically lowered to serve as a tender or 
toy launch platform. The transom itself has a 
watertight door that leads to the crew cabin 
that includes two Pullman bunks, a clothes 
locker, television, and a head with shower.

Up in the main deck cockpit, an outside 
lounge runs across the transom. A number of 

lockers provide storage for lines, accessories 
and shorepower cables. The foredeck offers 
a double sun pad with adjustable backrests, 
and drink holders for those sundowner 
moments. Sundowner time should be stress-
free thanks to substantial ground gear.

When you delve deeper, it is clear that a lot 
of work has been put into the design, build 
and the engineering aspects. Construction 
of the infused hull is overseen by Sydney 
naval architect John Butler, along with 
AMSA accredited marine surveyor Gavin 
Clark from Slipstream Marine who inspects 
hulls during the lamination process.

Two deck hatches provide access to the 
technical space, where there is enough 
room to reach engine maintenance parts 
and the 13.5kVA genset. Standard power 
comes from twin Cummins QSC8.3 engines 
producing 404kW, although our test boat 
was fitted with the 447kW upgrades. There 
is also space for a Seakeeper gyro stabiliser.

The waters off Hamilton Island and 
the Whitsundays, and a gusty southerly, 
offered us the perfect test conditions. As 
expected, the displacement hull made steady 
rather than startling progress toward a 
top speed of 20 knots before we throttled 
back to an 18-knot cruising speed. 

Factory specs give a range of 1,500 
nautical miles in displacement mode, but this 
dramatically reduces at semi-displacement 
cruising speeds to around 200 nautical 
miles. However, the ride was smooth and 
the high console offered good shelter from 
the southerly wind. At full speed, the bow 
barely lifted, and a full-lock turn brought 
only a small heel – predictable and steady 
handling that families will appreciate 
on those long coastal legs, for which the 
Longreef 60 is eminently suitable.
longreefyachts.com
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Longreef 60 SX

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Builder Longreef Yachts

Model Longreef 60 SX

Country of build                                             China

Designer Longreef Yachts

Naval architect                                           John Butler

Interior designer           Andy Young

Year of build                                                                                    2018

LOA (length overall) 18.29 metres

LWL (waterline length) 16.90 metres

Beam 4.80 metres

Draft 1.30 metres

Displacement (fully laden)                            32 tonnes

Classification                                                                                      N/A

Hull construction         Solid fibreglass hull below waterline, fibreglass  

                                                                      with foam core above waterline

Superstructure                                                                                     Solid fibreglass, timber reinforced

Engines 2 x Cummins QSC8.3

Output                                                                   404kw (550 hp) each

Propellers                                                                                      4 blade

Drive train                                                                                         shaft

Stabilisation systems                                             N/A

Gearbox                                                             Twin Disc

Speed (max) 21.6 knots 

Speed (cruise)                                                                           16 knots

Fuel capacity 2000 litres

Range 228nm

Freshwater capacity 600 litres

Blackwater capacity 400 litres

Greywater capacity 300 litres

Generators (main) Onan

Bow thrusters Side-power

Winches Muir

Anchoring systems Muir

Owner berth  Full beam king berth with ensuite

Guest berths 1x forward VIP queen with ensuite, share with 

guest cabin. 1 x guest cabin - twin single beds convert to double. 

L-shape lower lounge converts to two bunk beds

Crew  Aft of engine room, pullman bunks x 2 plus ensuite bathroom

Maximum people on board 24

Tenders 4.8m AB Jet Inflatable

Standard warranties                         2 year hull plus 4 year structural

Price in Australian dollars (landed) AU$ 2.3 million

21.6 knots
Speed (max)

16 knots
Speed (cruise)

2,000 L
Fuel capacity

228nm
Range

8
Guests overnight

F LY B R I D G E

A wraparound lounge 
aft converts to a large 
sun pad, with additional 
sunbathing space 
forward. Helm offers 
great visibility. A grill, 
sink and icemaker 
cater for guests up top.

 

M A I N  D E C K

Seating areas aft and 
forward give plenty of 
relaxation space and 
a nice split for guests. 
Aft galley serves 
inside and out. Sun 
pads forward perfect 
for sundowners.
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L O W E R  D E C K 

Three cabins plus 
convertible lower 
lounge offer plenty of 
guest space. Lots of 
natural light a feature of 
lower accommodations. 
Crew cabin aft for two.
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CHINA
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